
Editor, The Journal 
 
There are several issues on the local ballot of such vital importance to our welfare in Trinity County that I am 
impelled to speak out in advocacy. 
 
In the hope of establishing standing to make my recommendations credible, I will first set forth my background. 
 
We have lived in Trinity Center for 26 years.    During much of this time I was a member of the Trinity Center 
VFD.    Ultimately, I became Chief of both Coffee Creek VFD and Trinity Center VFD simultaneously.    Although 
two separate districts, I chose to run my operation as one department with two stations.     That leadership 
method generated the closeness and camaraderie that forges the teamwork that is critical to safety and success 
in emergency response situations.      Unusual in this county, both CCVFD and TCVFD operate(d) our own 
ambulances.    So, besides the expected VFD experiences I gained plenty of experience as an EMT, and in 
administering EMS services.      I retired from the fire/EMS service at the end of 2010. 
 
During this period of time I spent six years as President of the Trinity County Fire Chiefs Assn (TCFCA), so I 
gained a county-wide perspective on fire/EMS issues.      During my entire tenure with TCFCA, long before I was 
an officer, Trinity County Life Support (TCLS) was and is a part of our group.     TCLS is so critical to our mission, 
to the safety of our communities, that EMS and VFD are intertwined in pursuit of the common goal of saving 
lives.     In my two departments, and in our discussions in the TCFCA, we frequently discussed scenarios in 
which TCLS was no longer available to us.     These scenarios, intended to develop alternatives to the loss of 
TCLS, always ended with no resolution, because there are no alternatives.     Even VFDs who do operate their 
own ambulances do so with the assumption that TCLS will respond towards the scene, meet the VFD 
ambulance, and take the patient the rest of the way to the hospital.     This is how these VFDs are set up to 
operate; to hand off the patient either to TCLS or an air ambulance and remain close to or in the district to be 
available for the next call. 
 
VFDs typically have EMS First Responders and may have EMTs.   Both of these are Basic Life Support 
classifications who are legally restricted in what drugs they can administer and what techniques they are 
trained for and authorized to use.     They respond to all scenes, whether they be illness in a home, a traffic 
collision, snake bite, injured hiker, boating accident, and countless other scenarios.    Their function, and they 
are well trained for it, is to stabilize the patient(s) in preparation for transport in the ambulance.    But what if 
the ambulance does not come, because that service no longer exists?      There is no other medical means to 
transport the patient(s) to the hospital.    Air ambulances are for extreme emergencies only, not as a substitute 
for unavailable ground transport.        
 
That is the situation we all face if Propositions H & I are not passed.       The moment one applies some 
thoughtful and unbiased analysis it becomes obvious that these two measures will save lives.  But without them 
lives will be lost.      
 
During the time I have lived in Trinity County, I can't think of any more important measure to all of our safety 
that has come before us as voters.     Let us do the right thing, for all of us. 
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